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Abstract

Using the ACAT code, we have calculated the energy spectra of boronized graphite under D� ion bombardment. In

the case of light ion sputtering, high energy tail of the energy spectra drop sharply compared with the Thompson

formula because most sputtered atoms are not due to collision cascade. In this work, we derived a new ®tting formula

based on the Falcon±Sigmund model instead of the Thompson formula. This ®tting formula is in good agreement with

the energy spectra in the high energy part. Furthermore, we have simulated surface compositional change in the Hi-

rooka experiment under D� ion bombardment at high temperature. We have applied the ACAT-DIFFUSE code to

calculate the compositional change of a boronized graphite. The ACAT-DIFFUSE is a simulation code based on a

Monte Carlo method with a binary collision approximation and solves di�usion equations. The ACAT-DIFFUSE was

developed to estimate chemical reaction such as methane production. In the present work, we obtained the result which

has about 20% in surface composition change. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Graphite and carbon compounds are extensively used

as plasma-facing materials in present day fusion devices.

Plasma-facing components such as divertors are eroded

by the high-energy plasma particles. Sputtering is a

major contribution of material erosion. Secondary par-

ticles sputtered from the ®rst wall penetrate into core

plasma as impurities. In this case the energy spectra is an

important parameter. The energy spectra of sputtered

atoms and the re¯ection of incident ions are calculated

using the ACAT code [1]. Sputtered atoms that are

ejected after su�cient collisional processes usually obey

the Thompson formula [2]. However, the energy spectra

of sputtered atoms under light ion bombardment di�er

from the Thompson formula. Thus, it is necessary to

have a di�erent ®tting formula for light ion sputtering.

We tried to derive a new ®tting formula based on the

Falcon±Sigmund model [2].

It is known that methane, acetylene and hydrogen

molecules are produced when graphite and carbon

compounds are bombarded with hydrogen or deuterium

ions. Hirooka et al. proposed bulk-boronized graphite

to suppress chemical sputtering [3]. Several experiments

are suggested to reduce chemical erosion lower than that

of graphite [4]. Theoretical treatments of chemical re-

action on graphite surface are studied by Balooch et al.

[5] and Roth for graphite [6]. But, it is not su�cient to

discuss chemical sputtering theoretically and experi-

mentally for graphite and carbon compounds. To use

these materials for plasma-facing components, it is

necessary to obtain more data about chemical sputtering

of candidate materials. We tried to follow the Hirooka

experiments on compositional change near the surface of

bulk-boronized graphite at high temperature (550°C).
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For this purpose, we have applied the ACAT-DIFFUSE

code [7,8] to study chemical sputtering from bulk-bo-

ronized graphite.

2. Simulation model

A detailed description of the ACAT-DIFFUSE code

is given elsewhere. Only a very brief outline is presented

here. The code assumes an amorphous target material

and it is based on the binary collision approximation. In

the calculation, the total dose U is divided into small

dose increments DU during which the bombarding ions

do not change the target composition appreciably. The

ions corresponding to DU are assumed to hit the target

material simultaneously and are slowed down instanta-

neously. Their slowing down together with the associ-

ated vacancy and range distributions is simulated by the

ACAT routine. These collided atoms di�use during the

time interval of DU/J (J being the incident ion current

density). The di�usion process is estimated by solving

the di�usion equations numerically in the DIFFUSE

routine. In the code, these procedures are repeated in

times, where n � U=DU. The logical representation of

the code is ACAT-DIFFUSE� ((ACAT)(DIFFUSE))n.

3. Chemical reaction model

When graphite and compounds that contain carbon

atoms are bombarded with hydrogen or deuterium ions,

methane, acetylene and hydrogen molecules are pro-

duced. These chemical reaction models on the graphite

surface were proposed by Balooch and Olander [5]. In

these models, the Arrhenius behavior is assumed to these

chemical reactions. In that model, the rate equation at

the topmost layer is as follows:

dnD

dt
� JD ÿ 2�Ke

2 � K2
1 k2�n2

D

ÿ 4K1K2k3n3
D �D

ocD

ox

� �
x � 0

: �1�

Here nD is the topmost layer concentration cmÿ2 of

deuterium due to D ion bombardment. cD is the density

of deuterium (cmÿ3). The de®nitions of coe�cients

(K1; K2; Ke
2 ; k2; k3) in Eq. (1) refer to Ref. [5]. The ®rst

term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the rate

of adsorption of D� ions per unit surface area from the

primary beam. The second term represent the loss of

deuterium by the combined e�ects of recombination and

acetylene formation. The third term represents methane

production. The last term represents di�usion into and

out of the bulk solid. Each chemical reaction rate is

characterized by a pre-exponential factor and activation

energy assuming Arrhenius behavior. Then, methane

reaction rates are estimated by the following equation:

K1K2k3 � A1 exp�ÿECH4
=kBT �; �2�

where A1 is constant, ECH4
is activation energy of

methane production and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

These values for graphite are given by Balooch and

Olander [5].

At 550°C, methane production is considered to be the

dominant reaction, then, acetylene and molecule pro-

duction are not taken into account at this temperature.

Then, we estimate the carbon erosion yield from the

surface due to methane production by the following

equation

Y � 1

JD

K1K2k3n3
D; �3�

where JD is the incident deuterium ¯ux into the target. In

the ACAT-DIFFUSE, it is assumed that one carbon

atom is sputtered for every methane production.

4. Results and discussion

We used 2.5 ´ 1017 ions/cm2/s as the D� current

density and the target temperature was set to be 550°C.

Ion bombarding energy is 250 eV. Target of bulk-bo-

ronized graphite contains 20% boron atoms. The simu-

lations were performed under the same condition as the

Hirooka experiment. The respective activation energies

of C, B and D are assumed to be 0.88, 0.87 and 1.2 eV

for the interstitial di�usion. The vacancy di�usion is

considered indirectly by solving the rate equation of

trapped atoms concentration, where the detrapping en-

ergies of C, B and D are set to be 2.51, 2.50 and 2.50 eV,

respectively. In addition, we assumed that vacancy and

range distributions do not change during one layer re-

moval. In the case of high incident energy (250 eV), this

assumption seems to be valid, because boronized

graphite does not represent apparent composition

change due to deuterium ion beam bombardment.

Fig. 1 shows the energy spectra of sputtered B and C

atoms from boronized graphite with 250 eV D� ion

bombardment at normal incidence. Light ions do not

give rise to su�cient collision cascade. Almost all sput-

tered atoms by light ions are primary knocked-o� recoil

atoms. The high-energy tails of the energy spectra by

light ion drop sharply compared with the Thompson

formula. The possible maximum energy of a sputtered

atom at normal incidence will be roughly estimated by

(1 ÿ c)c E, where c is the elastic energy transfer factor

[9]. In this case, the value of (1 ÿ c)c E of sputtered B

and C atoms are 62.29 and 62.48 eV, respectively. Each

possible maximum energy is nearly equal to the thresh-

old of each energy spectra. Therefore, we derived a new

®tting formula of energy spectra for light ion sputtering

based on the Falcon±Sigmund model. In this formula,

possible maximum energy of sputtered atom is taken
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into account. This formula is represented by the fol-

lowing expression

Y dE / E

�E � Ui�2
ln

T i
max

�E � Ui�
� �

dE �4�

where E is energy of sputtered atom, Ui is surface

binding energy for element i of the compound material

[10], and T i
max is possible maximum energy of sputtered

atom for element i of the compound material.

In Figs. 1 and 2, this formula is shown together with

computer simulation data and the Thompson formula.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a little di�erence between simulation

values and a new ®tting for the low-energy part (below

10 eV) of energy spectra, because this formula was ®tted

near the threshold energy part of the energy spectra. By

this formula, threshold for energy spectra with bom-

barded light ion sputtering can be estimated.

Average energy (eV) of the re¯ected atom and

number re¯ection coe�cient of deuterium on the bo-

ronized graphite surface are shown in Fig. 3. The aver-

age energy of re¯ected atom increases with increasing

incident energy. The number re¯ection coe�cient de-

creases with increasing incident energy. There is no ap-

parent di�erence between monoatomic target and

compound material in energy and number re¯ection

coe�cient, because mass ratio between carbon and bo-

ron is not too large.

Fig. 4 shows the ¯uence dependence of the change of

boron and carbon concentrations at the topmost layer.

Two cases are calculated. One is the case under kinetic

mechanism alone. The other case is under both kinetic

Fig. 2. Energy spectra of sputtered B and C atoms from

monoatomic carbon and monoatomic boron with 250 eV D�

ion bombardment at normal incidence.

Fig. 3. Average energy of re¯ected atom and number re¯ection

coe�cient of deuterium on the boronized graphite surface and

monoatomic target with 250 eV D� ion bombardment at nor-

mal incidence.

Fig. 4. The ¯uence dependence of the change of boron and

carbon concentrations on boronized graphite surface with 250

eV D� ion bombardment at 550°C.

Fig. 1. Energy spectra of sputtered B and C atoms from bo-

ronized graphite with 250 eV D� ion bombardment at normal

incidence.
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mechanism and chemical reaction. When boron carbide

(or B4C) is bombarded with ion beam, boron atom is

sputtered preferentially due to the di�erence of surface

binding energy. However, boron does not show signi®-

cant preferential sputtering with light ion bombardment

at higher energy [9]. Therefore, in Fig. 4 bulk-boronized

graphite does not show apparent compositional change

near the surface under light ion bombardment. How-

ever, Hirooka experiment showed that boron is slowly

enriched to �30% as the ¯uence approaches the order of

1021 D� ions/cm2 at 550°C. It is found that this enrich-

ment is attributed to the preferential chemical sputtering

of boron. We tried to follow this chemical e�ect by the

ACAT-DIFFUSE. In the ACAT-DIFFUSE, chemical

reaction is estimate by Eq. (1). The values used for A1

and CH4 in Eq. (2) are 1.0 and 3.785 eV, respectively.

The result including chemical reaction shows that boron

is enriched to �23%, the ¯uence approaches the order of

1021 D� ions/cm2. In a recent work, we obtained the

result which is about 20% di�erence between experi-

mental data and the ACAT-DIFFUSE data. More de-

tailed study is required to explain this di�erence.

Fig. 5 shows retention of deuterium ions in boroni-

zed graphite at ¯uence of 1021 D� ions/cm2. The con-

centration of deuterium at the topmost layer is depleted

by methane formation. This deuterium distribution is

attributed to deuterium trapped in interstitial or vacancy

and to di�usion from bulk to surface.

5. Conclusion

A new ®tting formula of energy spectra for light ion

sputtering was derived based on the Falcon±Sigmund

model. This formula well reproduces the high-energy

part of the energy spectra.

Using the ACAT-DIFFUSE code, we simulated

surface compositional change of boronized graphite

with deuterium ion bombardment at 250 eV. We tried to

follow the experimental result of compositional change

of boronized graphite at high temperature (550°C). We

obtained the result which has about 20% di�erence be-

tween experimental data and the ACAT-DIFFUSE data

included chemical reaction. We need to study about

chemical reaction in more detail.
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